
Math 593: Take Home Quiz/Problem Set 12

Due Last day of Class Dec 10.

Take Home Quiz:

1. Design a quiz consisting of 10 T/F problems on the course material. Also include,
on a separate page, the solution to each problem (counterexample, or explanation
why true).

2. Ask at least one person (from the course or some other graduate student) to take
your quiz. Grade their work and return it to them, soliciting their opinion on the
quality of your quiz (too hard? too easy? missing some important topic? too tricky?
just plain wrong?). Explain to them the questions they got wrong. Use this feedback
to make edits as you see fit. Acknowledge all test-runners on your final quiz
that you turn in. However, only you are being evaluated by me; you need not
report their score.

This assignment will be graded as and counted as a quiz worth 30 points: up to 3
points each for each question correctly explained on your answer key. If the quality
if the question is poor (too easy or ridiculously hard), 3 points may not be awarded
[For example, “Z has a ring structure” is unlikely to get more than 1 point, if that.]

I will also award up to 5 bonus points for really interesting/creative problems I espe-
cially like.

A good way to come up with questions is to think of some misconception you might
have had, and make a problem that gets at the heart of it (e.g. “If a linear transfor-
mation T of Cn has n distinct eigenvectors, then T is diagonalizable.”)

Your quiz should test whether students understand how to apply the theorems and
know many examples, not whether they can memorize statements. So avoid straight-
up statements of Theorems. For example, “The universal property of free modules
states that....” is unlikely to get many points, where as “Given an R-module M
generated by m and n, there is a well defined R-module-map from R⊕2 to M sending
a pair (f, g) 7→ fm + gn” is much better.

Your T/F statements should be drawn equally from at least the following topics:
rings and ideals, modules, linear algebra, and bilinear algebra [Homological algebra
(Tor/Ext) is optional.]
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Here are some topics to consider:

• Examples: Rings of matrices, rings of differential operators, group rings, valu-
ation rings, rings of continuous functions, graded rings

• endomorphism rings (say, of a vector space, abelian group, or module) and its
group of units (automorphism group)

• ideals in k[x, y] or in quotients of polynomial rings over a field or over Z,

• identifying prime or maximal ideals,

• Gauss’s Lemma, Eisenstein’s Criterion

• localization, universal property

• prime spectrum,

• chinese remainder theorem, direct products of rings

• the characteristic of a field or ring

• definitions and theorems about the relationship between UFD, PID and Eu-
clidean domains,

• dimensions of rings which happen to be finite dimensional vectors spaces over
a field, dimension counts of spaces of linear maps or bilinear maps,

• algebras

• the existence and/or uniqueness of non-zero maps with certain properties, es-
pecially if they can be easily seen to exist using a universal property,

• Noetherian rings,

• module properties: cyclic, simple, torsion-free, Noetherian, free,

• direct sum vs direct product of R modules

• direct and inverse limits of R-modules

• structure theorem for modules over a PID, invariant factors, prime power divi-
sors

• The k[x]-module structure on a vector space V/k determined by a linear trans-
formation.

• Jordan form, rational canonical form,

• similarity, diagonalizable and nilpotent matrix, eigenvalues, eigenvectors, trace,
determinant
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• finitely generated abelian groups,

• computing cokernels of a matrix over a ring (especially Z or k[x])

• exact sequence

• tensor product (for modules and algebras), exterior product, symmetric product
(e.g., dimensions of these in different situations)

• universal property of tensor

• Modules of homomorphisms: Hom

• duals and double duals (for R modules over a domain)

• adjointness of tensor and Hom

• bilinear algebra, symmetric and alternating forms,

• inner products, Hermitian inner product, Gram Schmidt orthogonalization

• matrix representation of a bilinear form in coordinates, changing coordinates

• rank and signature of a real symmetric form, the spectral theorem,

• quadratic forms

• Definition of projective/injective

• Free modules, universal property of free modules, free resolutions

• Tor, Ext, using long exact sequences

• snake lemma

No need to include the language of category theory; but if you insist, at most one
such problem, please.
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